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FoEWoi0

During the past few years there has been an

increasing recognition by the U. 3. Forest Service

and other forestry agencies that the woodlots

in the United States are an important forest

resource. The Soil Conservation Service and other

"New Deal" agencies have brought the problems of

this type of forest management into the present

day conservation activities in a more active form.

than heretofore.

As Boon as actual work was attempted in the

field, it became apparent that the existing data

were not adequate basis for management of the

woodlot. C.though a great deal of work has been

accomplished during the last three or four years,

there are few reoords covering more than 10 years

of past management.

The Nber White oodlot, a property of the

University of Michigan, School of Forestry and

Conservation, ann Arbor, Michigan, offers an

opportunity to study the results of woodlot

management as I t has been practiced by the School

of Forestx#y and Conservation during the past

twenty-two years.

It is the purpose of this paper to report

the silvicultural and financial results of this

period of managemrent.



SUd4AY .

The Bber White 'woodlot has been managed by

the School of Forestry and Conservation, University

of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, since 1917.

The 43 acre woodlot has been divided into 10

compartments of 4.3 acres each. Two plots are

out each year and the entire area covered every

5 years.

This area is a typical woodlot of Southern

Michigan. Previous to the University's acquisition

in 1915 it had not been mistreated by fire or

grazing and has not been so treated since. The

stand is composed chiefly of oak and hiokowiwith.

smaller volumes of hard maple, basswood, black

walnut, ash, cherry, elm, and ironwood. There

are a number of big "wolf" trees 30 inches and

over scattered throvgh the stand. In general the

stand is understookid, but thrifty.

The stand has been treated primarily by a

modified single tree selection cuttings, with an

aim to improving the stand as to species and

diameter distribution. The "wolf" trees, over

mature trees, and defective trees are being removed

as rapidly as possible with due regard to maintain-

ing and Improvin; forest conditions for the best

possible growth and reproduotion.
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The tables and graphs presented in this report

show that a

1. The height growth decreases materially
at about 20 inches d.b.h.

2. The r.rchantable height indicates that
there is an old stand of 30 inches and
above and a :iuch younger stand froa I1 to
30 inches.

5. A diameter or about 26 inches is indicated
as the cutting limit.

4. The species during the past 22 years have
-decreased innumbers, mostly in least
desirable species, while the iimore desirable
oaks and hickories have increased in numbers
and volume.

5. Reproduction is adequate, and has been
stimulated due to cutting practices,

6. Older Yeterans have also been stimulated
in growth to some extent.

7. It is indicated that production of 100
board feet per acre per year and 1/4 cords
per acre per year can be maintained.

8. In general the financial returns have
not been profitable, but hearing in mind
that unskilled, soft-museled labor is used
at $.40 per hour, it seems probable that
a farmer could make a profit of =bout 0I42.00
per year exclusive of interest, taxes, or
other costs.

This paper has also opened some questions as

to how much good ir lone by removing material with no

mrchantable talxe; what part sprout reproduction plays

and the possibilities of more detailed studies. during

cutting aT to height , cull, and age9
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£ItE RZSULTS 0F T~) 'I7Y tER 41 3 &It.LNT ?O TFaE

BER WIT\VOObtO±

INTRODUCTORY

The Eber White Woodlot. of 43 acres was

acquired by the School of Forestry and Conservation

in 1915o Prior to that time, it had been out over

to some extent, probably for the better species, as

indicated by stumps present at the time of

acquisitioni a far as can be ascertained, tire

and grazing had not been a practice before 1915,

and certainly has not been allowed since.

Location. The area is located in the

53 1/4, 33 1/4, Section 30, T. 2 8., H. 6 3.,

Michigan P. .M In regard. to the City of An Arbor,

it is adjacent to the western boundary of the

city limits, and south of 4nd adjacent to West

Liberty Street4 Soule .venue extends to the

gate on the eastern end. (See Figure 1).

1. A property of the University of Michigan,
School of Forestry and Conservation, Ann Arbor
Michigan.

2. The condition of the stumps also indicated
that previous cutting had been done many years before.

3. Veatch, S. .0 U. S. Bureau of Chenijetery
and Soils, 1934-
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Sol The soil is classified In the tailed

Soil Survey of :kashtenaw County4 as & "taami

silt loa." According to the same report, this

type is representative of well drained clay soils

of the uplands. In general it is a moraninal soIl

found on more or less rolling terrain. The :oisture

conditions are usually good an other factors make

this a desirable and productive soil for farming

purposes. It is a good forest soil, local drainage

being an important factor affecting the species

and growth.

The profile is described as follows: 0-5 inches,

a gray-brown silt loam; 5-10 inches, a grayish yellow,

more or less leached layer; 10-24 inches, yeller

brown, more clayey, plastic and impervious when

wet, coarsely granular when dry; parent material

a blue-gray clay, massive, compact, moderately

stony and gritty.

4dthough the soil survey of the County has

called this a silt loam, three samples given a

mechanical analysis in the soils laboratory at

the University of Michigan indicate a "sandy loWa

texture . The following is a summary o £ the analysis:

Top soil a sandy loam; Top soil a muck phase of
a clay loam:

Clay anM silt 3% z8 34%
Sands 80% 3%5
Coarser materi2.a1:% 11%2
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dTsfrition

The stand is typical of many Southern Michigan

woodlots on this site. it is composed chiefly

of oeks and hiokories, with smaller volumes of ash,

hard maple, walnut, ironwood, basswood, elm, and

cherry. Douglas fir, Sobtoh pine, and white pine

have been planted on the north side of the western

halt of the woodlot ahere there were some open areas

with but scant means of getting natural reproduction.

In addition to the main timber stand there

is a moderately heavy herbacesous cover. In the

more open spots grasses are found. Needs and

flowers such as bloodroot, adder's tongue, hepatica,

and trillium are abundant. 3ome raspberry, black-

berry, and gooseberry are found, and grapevines

and green brier vines have been removed in spots

where it was becoming detrimental to the timber

trees or their reproduction.

In general, the tree canopy is well closed,

although enough light comes through the openings

to maintain reproduction. Tables I, II and. ll

show the actual timber stand Condition in more de-

tail, and will be further discussed in later pages.

Stand treatment

The original plan of stand. treatront was

based upon a ten year- cutting period. At the

end of 5 years, after opartnent1s through 5

.
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had been cut once, it was decided to change to

a 5 year eutting period. Because or this change,

the last half of the area, compartments 6 through 10,

were receiving their first cutting while conpart-w

ments 3 through 3 were receiving their second cutting.

The fundamental philosophy underlying the

treatment of the stand are: 4

1. The encouragement of desirable speoies
and exclusion of weed or undesirable species.

2 The improvement of the quality of the
trees both as to cleaning of the boles and
the elimination of overmature, diseased,
and mechanically defective trees.

3. The maintenance of forest conditions
adventage ours to growth and natural reproduc-
tion.

4. The maximum production of forest products.

The treatment of the stand is baed primarily

upon the single tree selection method.5 m past

cuttings have used this method combined with

improvement outting. At the present time there

has been no diameter limit set, but according to

d.b.h.--height relationships shown in figures 2

and 5, about 28 inches is indicated. Slash has

been lopped and scattered.

4.. This policy was not entirely carried
out while Pvofessor Roth was in charge of the
cuttings, as his policy was to retain the old
mature trees, partly for aesthetic reasons, as
long as possible.

5. Hawley H. C. The Practie of .Silvio 'ture.

New York: John w iley and Sons, Inc., 1959,
pp. o9-9o.
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kssords and ompUtatiol5

The rirea of 4 acres was divided into 10

copartments of 4.3 acres each. Under the present

plan two compartmonts are out each year. Exoept

for 1917-19-19, a dis ter tally was taken o

trees "cut" and "left." Except for these en

years, there has been little done in the way o

height or age measurements. There are two plots

of two square rods each, established for reproduction

cowits, but according to the available records have

been but spasmodically examined.

The data taken have been computed at more or

less irregulfar intervals due to the press of other

work. The stand data vere eunarized by the number

of trees and basal area cut and left and by

species and 1 inch diameter classes (1.0 inches and

up). The height and age data had been summarized by

species and Inch classes also. The repoduction

data had been translated from field tallies to

numerals and totaled by species.

Upon attempting to assemble these data taken

during the past 22 years, random checks on the

suruariesa disolosed that there were errors in the

m thematiee and in the translation from the

8. Diameter breast high (4.5 feet above the
ground) to the nearest .inch (limits of .6 and .5
e. g., the 8 inch class would include actual
diaaeters ranging Crom 5.8 to 8.5 inches, o,b.).
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dot and dash field tallies; and that the age and

height data taken had been segregated on 1 inch

classes using different limits than had the other

data. In view of these conditions, it seemed

necessary to recompute all data from the beginning.

This was done, and at th prosent tius there are

available in the files summaries for each cutting

of each compartment as to the number of trees

"before cutting" "cut" and "after cutting," by

1 inch diameter classes mrnT species. Any question-

able field data has boon translated by professor

L. J. Young, and all mathemati cal work has been

checked by cross addition. It is felt that these

data to date have been accurately computed and

summarized.

The final computations and summaries are

based upon two 21.5 acre areas conprising

compartments 1 through 5, aid 8 through 10

respectively. It was considered best to present

the data in this manner inasrIuch as compartments

6 through 10 vrro receiving their first treatment

when the others wore recei wiG their secnd aC

has been explained on a previous page.

7. Computations and field data are filed
in Professor Young's office at the Schoolof
Forestry and Conservation.



SIDViCULTUReJL R73'JLPS

The first consideration is the results of

the silvicultural treat±ent, because if management

cannot control the silviculture of the stand

no one need bother about the financial considerations

The tables presented in this report are el

explanatory. A few of the outstanding points

will be discussed in the following pages.

Diameter Breast 11i h-Hei ht Date

Inasmuch as diaieter figures were the only

measurezents of the stand available, and all

conversion to cubic foot, board foot volumes would

have to be done br means of a combination of

diameters ar heights, the first work was to take

enough total and merchantable heieht data to

construct a d.b.h.--height curve.

These data were taken with a steel diameter

tape and a Forest Service hypsom.eter. Most

heights were takhen by Usifl a 50 foot distance from

the tree a.tnd taktng half o tho hypsoraeter reading.

Beginning at the east gate, measurements were

taken on about every tree as it was encountered,

covering the bulk of the south half of the area

from east to west, as well as some reresentation

from the western half. In this way, the natural

retresentation of the species as well as the size

of species were fairly distributed,
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i two-man crew was used, one. man taking the

total and merchantable 8 heights, the other man

taking the d.b.h. and making all recordings. The

distance from the tree to the height observer

was measured each time with a steel tape..

It wes first planned to make a curve for each

species, but inasmuch as many species such as

walnut and cherry were not represented sufficiently

to make good curves, it was finally decided to

use a composite volume table whieh was available

through the Lake States Forest Experiment Station.9

Both merchantable board foot volume based upon

the merchantable height and a total cubic foot

volume based upon the total height were available

and seemed reliable. Aecordinsly, two composite

d.b.h.--height curves based on total and merchant-

able heights respectively were constructed.

Figure$ shows the d.b.h.~--total height

relationship. The chief item of note is the sharp

decrease in height development at about 20 inches.

Figure 3 shows the d.b.h.--merchantable height

relationship. This curve of average values is

very interesting. When first plotting this curve,

the present trend was indicated, and upon taking

8. Merchantable height limits are to an 8 inch
top, or to the highest clear length.(exclusive of
small limbs not injuring the log value) , or as
limited by. obvious defeet.

9. Based upon forest Survey data from this
region.
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additional data on merchtntable heithts o trees

20 inches an. over, tho avorag points cae into

line even more strongly, proving conclustvely that

this is the actual condition in the stand. In

short, there seem to be tvo age groups corrprising

the stand. One is made up rortly of ;hite oak

fron 30 inche a and up, many of vich are over

Z00 years of age as indicated by stunp rings. This

rather spares, old stmd Is composed of "wolf trees"

having heavy side branches at low height , cauein

a very low board foot or merchantablo volume in

comparison to their diameters. The trees from

10 to 30 inches represent a younger stand averacins

close to 110 years of age or better, ;hich has

developed in a denser stand and consequently show

more clear length. This conclusion also seems

to be apparent even from an ocular examination.

Cubic Volume Table

Having established average total heights,

the oubic foot volume table (Table IV) for mixed

hardwoods was altered to formulate a local volwre

table. Ths was accomplished W. interpolating

volumes according to the total height read from

the d.b.h.--total height curve.' These values

were plotted, and the final volumes read from this

curve. (See Table VI, and figures 2 and 4).



rd..ot moeTb e

The board foot voluMe table was made up in

much the same manner except that final values

were interpolated rather than read fro± a curve.

erchantable heights were used instead of total

height, and due to the exceptionally large

diameters (to 45 inches) it was necessary to extend

the original table data by means of a curve. (Fig 5).

ThI adjusted table is given in table VI.

Basal area was computed by applying a basal

area table based upon the formula: The area in

square feet equals .00545D , when D is the diameter

in inches.

9nstruction of Final Tables

Having constructed local volume table a

as indicated above, it was only nefessary to

apply these values to the proper diameter class.

It does not seem pertinent to reproduce those

detailed tablea in this report. The data contained

therein are summarized in Table .I of this report,

showing the number and percentage of trees before

treatment in .1917 and after treatment in 1937, both

for all trees and those 10 inches and over; and

in Tables II and III showing the basal area, cubic

foot volume and board Foot volume by size classes.1 0

10. Size classes: Reproduction 1-3 inches;
Small Poles 47 Inches; Large Poles 8-11 inches;
Standards 12-22 inches; V trans 23 Inche aand over.
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The most prominent points of interet from

the data presented in this table iS the difference in

numbers and percentages of trees 10 inches and over

in comparison with the total nuwber of troes 1 inch

and over. Ironwood which heads the list of total

trees has not enough trees 10 nlches and over to be

able to compute the :orcentaces. The oaks and hickories

comprise the bulk of the trees 10 inches and over. In

cojmprtnents 1-5 the total number or trees has de-

creased over a 20 year period, the loss desirable species

such as ironwood being included in this decrease, while

the more desirable oak, hickory and black walnut have

increased. The hrber of trees over 10 inches have

increased by about 7.6 percent. In compartment 6-10

the total nunber o trees has increased over a 15 year

period, mostly with less desirable species, vhile oak,

hickory and other desirable species have actually

decreased. Thn actual rumber of trees over 10 inches

have increased 'a negigible amount also in the less

desirable species, an& the percentage has decreased.

Diseu sion of "Stand Data" (Tabl 1II. and I1

There has been a gradual decrease in the

number of trees out in coripartmont 1-5, as well as

a gradual decrease in the total nwlber of trees.

This seems to be indicative that this area is

responding to the treatient given it* The area comprising



compartments 6-10 also shows a constant deorease

in the number of trees cut, and a gradual increase

in the total number of trees, showing that there

has been some regeneration of the stand (no

artificial reforestation species were included)

although this increase is not composed of the

most desirable species. However, it seems hope-

ful that this area will restook in time to

desirable trees, and in the meantime, less

desirable trees will furnish a cover for the

area, increase the organio matter which will

improve soil conditions, and in general pay for

their own place in the stand. As far as the

total woodlot is concerned, it is probably slight-

ly understooked, although it should be borne in

mind that the wolf trees on the western half

especially, cover an area usually occupied by

two or three normal trees. In general compart-

ments 1-5 are better stooked than compartments

6-10, although compartments 9 and 10 are most

poorly stooked and pull the average down con-

siderably.

The basal area out has decreased slightly

from the first outtings through the fourth cutting

of compartments 1-5; while in compartments 6-10

there has been a sharp decrease from 9.3 square .

fet in the first out to 4.4 square feet in the
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second- and 5.8 in the third. There has been a

steady inerease in the nount out of standards

and veterans, thus pointing to the removal of

"wolf" trees and a more satisfactory distribu-

tion of smller stock.

The large pole class is not as well

stook as the other classes, and cutting has been

lighter as should be expected. In spite of the

cutting, the standards and Veterans have held their

original basal area and in most oases have in-

creased, especially the standards, indicating a

satisfactory feed in from belcr, a good growth

rate, and no over cutting. The smaller classes

have remained fairly constant.

Both cubic foot volume and board foot

volume (trees 10 inches and over) point to a

decrease in volume of the veterans and .n in-

Orease in the standard class. This condition

seems very desirable, as it again points to the

removal of "wolf" trees and a satisfactory growth

and fee ding in from below in the standard Class.

5ust what influence the deficiency in large

poles will have in the future is a conjecture, but

by careful cutting to favor this. class, it may

be possible to maintain as good growth as in the

past, if not better.



It should be noted that heavier cutting,

especially in the veteran class was begun in the

fifth outs made on compartments 3 and 8, and 2

and Y in 1957 and 1938 respectively. Although

it seems like good business to harvest the

larger trees before their cull gets too large,

there will undoubtedly be a drop in the next

out until the effects of the shock of a heavier

out are outgrown. A slight effect of this sort

was reflected in the second cuts after the

initial treatment which began in 1917.

growth

Table VII gives the growth data based

upon the stand data in tables II and III.

Basal area and cubic foot volumes are very

comparable as would be expected. In general

outting has stimulated the lower and upper

classes as evidenced by the increases in growth

percentages. The stimulation of reproduction

is more marked in compartments 6-10. There

was a marked increase in all parts of the wood-

lot during the second period of growth (first

period for compartments 6-10), which was

probably due to a favorable combination of

Olimatie conditions (this has not been verified).
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The deficiency in the large poles is

again apparent, and in the light of grovwth

percentages, it presents a more formidiabls

detriment to the future stand. When board foot

volumes are examined, a more optomistio note is

sounded, as the old, overmature trees have

been stimulated and the standards have been mak-

ing about 3 percent per year growth. When the

"wolf" trees are replaced by thrifty standards

production will increase. The whole stand

averages close to 10 percent over a 5 year

period or about 2 percent compound interest

mean annual growth. Both growth percentages

figured as simpW increases or compounded are

given in table VII, and for such a short growth

period, there is no appreciable difference

between the methods.

The reproduction quadrats in compartment

3 indicate that there were close to 6000 seed-

lings per acre of aeseptable species (less than

3 feet high) in 1929. The stand data also in-

dioate plentiful "reproduction" 1-3 inches d.b.h.

Production from 1917 throli 1938

The preceding discussions and tables have

denonstrated the changes and re sults of the

silvioultural treatment given this woodlot. The

up w



figures as given are gross values. In a stand of

this type, containing Paxy overmature trees, it

would be expected that a large cull percentage

would have to be taken into account. Based upon

the author's experience and opinions voiced by

Mr. Murray of the School of Forestry and

Conservation, 20 percent cull seems like a

conservative figure for sawlogs.

On this basis, the not volume per are at

the present time would be 4881 board feet (Scribner).

Murray's strip cruise ofa anuary, 193$ showed 4690

board feet per acre. In 1932, 6 M board feet

were reported as out. The estimate according to

this data would have predicted 8431 board feet

gross volume. There was no record as to whether

the 8 A reported out was a gross figure, or what

rule was used. In 1937 the estimate was for

5248 board feet net, the actual amount recorded

was 2850 board feet. It is noted that this year

was an extremely high cull year. .Again in 1938

a net volume of 4131 board feet was predicted.

The actual volume scaled was 4220 board feet.

It is not possible to check the total volume of

material removed during the past 22 years as the

data are not complete. Total gross pr wtion

from 1917 through 1938 could have been 81 A, or

a net pxoduotion of 64.8 U, amounting to a

"* 9I



production o approximately 70 board feet per acre

per year. According to ay interpretation of the

growth data in Table VII, it seems conservative to

expect to maintain at least 100 board teet per acre

per year or an annual out of about 4. L per year.

A cull percentage should also be applied to

cubic volume, as this amount is lost due to rotten

wood, wood left on the ground, and not utilizing to

the 2 inch limit that the cubic foot table is based

upon. Ster the 10 percent cull factor has been

applied, it has been found that a factor of 68 is

satisfactory to convert cubic feet to cords.1 1

The converting factor to convert board feet to cubic

feet is 6, i.e., there are about 6 board feet in a

cubic foot.

On this basis the actual recording of 20.5

cords out in 1937 was predicted. a 8.9, and the

actual cordage of 1938 of l.5 standard cords would

be predicted as1.6.

11. Also sugg ested by Oevorkiantz or the L.ke
States Forest Kxperiment Station.

12. The computations for the 1937 and 1938
data are.given:

1957 1938
Gross volwae, bd. t. 5154 6658
20 percent cull 1031 1312
Net bd. ft. vol.
Gross cubic ft. vol.
Cubio feet of bd. ft. 687 879
10 percent cull 100 138
Net Cubic vol.
Corda (divide by 66) i613.6 18.9

a*20-v



For the whole area from 1917 through 1937, the gross

cubic foot volune of peeled wood 4 inches and over

(dobeh., o.b.) is 22691 cubic feet. Following the

procedures outlined abov, this area would have

theoretically produced 162 cords of wood and 64.8

off logs.

actually, there have not been many logs

removed for lumber due to high cull and difficulties

of marketing such small quantities, whereas the

market for cordwood is usually good. As far as

can be ascertained, there is no record of the

actual production of products for the entire

period. If the results of the past few years

were taken as indicative of the whole period the

cordwood production would be much too low and the

timber production too high, as some years no

timber has been taken out. Conservatively, the

cordwood taken out will average 15 cords per year,

and over the period from 1917 through 1937 would

give a net volume of 255 standard cords and 24 #.
The most difficult problem when estimating volumes

is the cull percent of any one cutting. It is

hoped that the 20 percent cull will prove a good

average, as it is known that some years it is

high and others it is low.
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FINANCAL RDSUJLTZ

There is not a great deal that can be said

as to finanoial results. According to a record

of the 1932 cuttings of compartments 1 and 8,

it cost t132.44 to produce 11.5 standard cords

of wood, and $110.00 were realized, plainly a

loss of $22.44. It was claimed that 8 1 of logs

were cut in this year, the cost of which tas

included in the cordtwood costs except $13.65 for

log hauling. The return was $180.00 or $30.00

per M. This aggregated the income- to $290.00,

with costs of $148.09, showing a net profit of

$43.91 or $5.10 per acre. It is not known whether

the return for the logs was estiuttteO or whether

the case was actually received. In any event,

$30.00 seems like a high price. This year i15.00

per M at the landing was received.

The record of the 1938 cut is as foll w .

The total coats to produce 13.5 standard cords

of wood and 3950 board feet of logs was 0241.20.

Returns from cordwood at 0.1.25 per standard

cord anid logs at 415.00 per M aggregated $194.63,

causing a loss of approximately $42.75, or $4.97

per acre.
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It should be remembered that the costs of

these products include all cultural work done

such as cutting out many trees below .4 inches

which have no monetary value. The labor used

is unakililed, physically soft students for most

part, paid at the rate of -. 40 per hour. Undoubted

y, a farmer who knows his busine ss could produce

the same products at about one-third to one-half

as xuch or about $3.00 per standard cord and 45.50

per U.

ahat would have happened under more normal

conditions is pretty much conjecture, but assuaaing

the production of 162 long cords of wood and

64.8 M of logs over a 20 year period with a sale

price of 41.25 per cord and $15.00 per U, the

gross return would have been ;2794.50. Lssufiln

costs of 43.00 per cord and $5.50 per M, totat

cost of production would be $842.40. Net income

with no deductions for taxes, interest, or protection

would be 197.81 per year or t2.27 per acre per year.

Assu1ling a 255 cord production and 24 3AI,

the total income would. have been Z228.75. Total

cost of roduction would be '807.00. Net income

without other e enses taken out lould be $2421.75

or 121.09 per year and$&2.82 per acre per year.
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It seems reasonable to expect that as soon

as the stand reaches a stable regulation, higher

production can be raintained. It a production of

100 board feet and 1/4 cord per acre per year can

be maintained, and it seers possible after studying

Tables II, III, and VII, the net income exclusive

of taxes, interest, and protection, will be $3.31

per acre per yoar, or (142.33 per year. Should

the market for oordwood and logs stay in the sae

reltionship an the present tIme, it would be

most profittble to use all material for cordwood.

CONCLU SIGNS

The summarization of the number of trees out

and left during tha past 22 years is reliable

in so far as the field data.are reliable. The

basal area figures are reliable in so far as the

arithmetic is not in error. The cubic foot volumes

compare favorably with basal area in percentages,

and both cubic and board foot values are influenced

by the nature of the original volume table used.

Time penitting, there are a number of

Que stions which this paper brings up. There should

be closer study made of height at tide of cuttings,

cull in various size and age trees, and a volume

table built up for this stand. (Measurements

taken on a percentage of the area by hypsometer

-0a;-r



are always open to que stion for such a small area).

More concrete study should be made as to the

extent of seed and sprout reproduction. Inasmuch

as so much time is expended upon the cutting of

very small material, a further study might be

made as to the need of doing this, i.e., whether

conditions for germination cn@ growth of reproducdon

would not be favored by the leaving of the smaller

material which will die naturally in the course

of time.

It is felt that the data as presented are

reasonably accurate and will prove of interest to

those who are interested enough to compare and

apply them to their own problems. The financial

hypothesis will probably be reworked in many

different ways by various people using their own

figures. The figures presented here are a basis

from which to work, however, and should not be

entirely worthless.

Finally it seems conclusive to say that the

farm woodlot is worth a great deal to the farmer

and that he should be taught to the best of our

ability, how to manage his forest property.

em 25-
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Table TV

Litied Hardwoods

Govorki antz

Total cubic-foot volumesa of hardwood
trees, by total-height and d.b.hi. class

P. 1. i.:2 - t :4 0 ootO6-mo :00-foot:10 -toot 20-oct
trees: trees : trees : trees : trees : fre

Inches

S

10.
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
28
20
30
32
34

1
4
71
3
19

3
6
10
16
22
29
37
45
54
65
76
90

104
119
135

4
8
14
20
28
37
46
57

69
02
98

115
135
152
171

Cubic feet

5
10
17
25
36
47
59
73
89

106
126
149
173
198
224

31
44
58
75
93

1l3
15
163
191
221
252
288

92
115
143
172
205
239
278
316
358

./ 6Volume is thxt of stem, top, and branches, i
bark, between stump and a top diameter of 2 inches.
Stump height is 1 foot for trees up to 18 inches in
d.b.h., 2 feet for trees 18 inches and larger.
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Table V

BoAd-foot voluaeof hardwo odtres

by nlrhantable&/heightand:.b*h .cls

(.11. Oorkiatz

. : .IN 
WIN 

0 
A 

10 

00DBH -log 3U010
tree s 0 trees.

0, '1 oil'

Inchs ]36Fit

10
12
14
18
18
20

24
28
28
30
32.1
34
35
36

18
29

42
58
75
95
118
142

£30

299

30
45
70
0

120
155
19.5
240
290
Z340

30
445
500

50.
-80

275
340
415
495
585
75

8775

930
980

Q Ft.

100
150
210
280
385
45
555

775

1155
1295

pAi 0! PI

..J/ crit-ner scale.

a! l4eroantaubi1 ehrihjqOvesd I 1 8 g0 tItS
st.'ump height is 1 loot for trees u to I n~si

d. b.h.,2 feet for trees 1$ inches an. Thrger

Talues fa m.-extended cu-rve S

5X1,1

37

40
41.
42

45

2s os

10-08

1090
1140
1200
1285

1390
.1450
1520

'logs

1370
1445

180

1785.
1850

1.x935
2010
2115

-3240



TOableVI

Adjusted Volwue TabloX/
a~ a ~ aaa ena naa .- WON

O21 S H.a

1 SV
16
7
18
19
10
211

23
24
15
16
17
18
2-9
20
3
32
23
24
25
38
,7
28
39
30

42
433
34
35

Volure

1.0
240
2.3
3.0
46
7,0
9.9

13 *0
16.5
211*0
26.0
31.0
38.1
42'.0

550

70.0
77.5
88.0

103.0
114.5
125 0
136,.0
147,60
1600
1730
218.5

.201,0
214.0
227.0

242.0
256 *0
278.0
289.0
303.0
3190

3520

405 * 0

~iT~flot0f
vol--ae

%.j berRue).

-am-

. .

78
97

120
1 43
175
204

248

328

406
448
484
b22
1557
591
822
68
7086
755
825

995

1179
127.9

1551
1581
1735
1814

From Fresurvey V c ab)les, Lake £ttCSForestu

&/These valuos apied directly t uwberof trees
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